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LAMBOURN C of E PRIMARY SCHOOL 

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM 

 

Intent  

We aim to engage our children to enjoy this inspiring, practical subject. They will be 
taught the skills, knowledge and understanding to design and make effective 
products that solve real and relevant problems. Through research, they will develop 
an understanding of technology, products, materials, engineers and work that has 
influenced the world. Through progressive, practical activities our children will 
become innovative, creative, enterprising and capable designers. 
 
Implementation 

Our curriculum is based on the National Curriculum and the Statutory Framework 
for the Early Years Foundation Stage, 2017. In our curriculum plans we have 
outlined the progression of knowledge in a black font, and skills in blue. Key skills 
and knowledge are revisited and embedded in order to secure a mastery of skills, 
concepts and understanding.  

 
EYFS 
Curriculum planning is based on child-initiated learning, rather than subject specific 

areas; learning is experiential and holistic. Our curriculum is based on the Statutory 

Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage document, Department for 

Education, 2017, and the supporting guidance: Development Matters in the Early 

Years Foundation Stage (EYFS), Department for Education, 2012.  Children learn to 

make sense of the world in their own way through play and first-hand experiences. 

Each of the foundation classrooms has an area set up where children can plan and 

develop their own designs within child initiated activities or as part of an adult led 

activity. Some aspects of the Key Stage One and Key Stage Two (Y1-Y6) DT 

curriculum have their roots in the EYFS learning experiences and are reflected in a 

range of goals across this interconnected curriculum, but most notably in the 

following areas: ‘Technology’,  ‘Expressive Arts and Design’ and ‘Moving and 

Handling’. 

 
Y1 – Y6 
DT is taught throughout the year in units of learning which are mapped onto long 
term plans. In order to maximize the potential of our children’s learning 
experiences, these units are taught for a concentrated period of time, often over a 
week. Each unit is introduced through an enquiry question. Resources, both pictorial 
and linguistic, form part the learning wall display. These both introduce and help to 
embed the learning. Opportunities have been taken for pupils to apply skills and 
knowledge learnt in DT to other subject areas in order to embed, enhance and 
master their learning. For example, there are clear links with food technology to 
health education and science. Teachers have considered this when mapping areas 
of learning across the year. 
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In our PSHE curriculum, we teach our children about the importance of inclusion, 
team work and respect for others. Our vulnerable learners, including our Pupil 
Premium and SEND pupils, are supported through this work and the collaboration 
nature of a lot our DT work. Specific needs-based support is provided, if appropriate, 
for individuals. This can include additional adult support, both prior to, and within the 
lesson. Extension opportunities are available to pupils both as part of the direct 
teaching as well as through the open-ended, creative aspects of this subject area. 
 
Impact 
The impact and measure of our curriculum is the extent our children acquire the 

skills, knowledge, vocabulary and enthusiasm for design technology. We aim for our 

pupils to show high aspirations, creativity, and the ability to successfully and 

confidently solve problems. 

Each unit of design technology will result in a final evaluated outcome. This can be a 
supported piece of work, if the learner needs adult intervention, or it can be an 
independent task, if this learning is at the point of being mastered. The long term 
plans identify opportunities for pupils to apply their learning to other areas of the 
curriculum – to provide additional evidence of mastery. 
 
Key thoughts / photos are recorded in floor books at the end of each unit of 
learning, as a way of celebrating the pupils’ achievements. 
 
The DT Subject Leader reviews the impact of the curriculum at least once a 
term, reporting findings and any recommendations to SLT.  
 
For further information about curriculum procedures and processes, please see our 
Curriculum Policy. 
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EYFS 
Curriculum planning is based on child-initiated learning. We teach our children to 

make sense of their world, providing opportunities for them to explore and observe. 

We enable our children to explore and play with a wide range of media and 

materials. Through exploration, we provide opportunities for our children to be active 

and interactive, and to develop their co-ordination, control, and movement. We help 

our children to share their thoughts, ideas and feelings through a range of different 

design and technology activities.  

Through exploration, play and teacher led activities, our pupils start to create their 
own ideas then plan, design and create representation of their own models. Our 
children are encouraged to show and talk about their creations to each other and 
their teacher.  
 
The following are the main of development that form the roots for the development of 

the DT curriculum in Key Stage One and Key Stage Two. Teachers consider each 

child’s stage of development, observing what he / she can do and then consider 

ways to support the child to strengthen and deepen their current learning and 

development. In general terms, this can be seen to be the basis of the curriculum in 

Nursery (22-36 months), F1 (30-50 months) and F2 (40-60 months) – but as children 

develop at different rates and times, in practice, the curriculum and teaching is 

adapted to suit individuals. 

22-36 months  
Pupils: 

 Begin to make-believe by pretending 

 Operate mechanical toys, e.g. turns the knob on a wind-up toy or pulls back 
on a friction car. 

 Turn pages in a book, sometimes several at once 

 Show control in holding and using jugs to pour, hammers, books and mark-
making tools 

 Begin to use three fingers (tripod grip) to hold writing tools 

 Imitate drawing simple shapes such as circles and lines 

 May be beginning to show preference for dominant hand. 
 

30-50 months 
Pupils: 

 Understand that they can use lines to enclose a space, and then begin to 
use these shapes to represent objects 

 Begin to be interested in and describe the texture of things 

 Use various construction materials 

 Begin to construct, stacking blocks vertically and horizontally, making 
enclosures and creating spaces 

 Join construction pieces together to build and balance 

 Realise  tools can be used for a purpose 

 Notice what adults do, imitating what is observed and then doing it 
spontaneously when the adult is not there 

 Engage in imaginative role-play based on own first-hand experiences 
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 Build stories around toys, e.g. farm animals needing rescue from an 
armchair ‘cliff’. 

 Use available resources to create props to support role-play 

 Show an interest in technological toys with knobs or pulleys, or real objects 
such as cameras or mobile phones 

 Show skill in making toys work by pressing parts or lifting flaps to achieve 
effects such as sound, movements or new images 

 Draw lines and circles using gross motor movements 

 Use one-handed tools and equipment, e.g. makes snips in paper with child 
scissors 

 Hold pencil between thumb and two fingers, no longer using whole-hand 
grasp 

 Hold pencil near point between first two fingers and thumb and uses it with 
good control 

 
40-60+ months 
Pupils: 

 Manipulate materials to achieve a planned effect 

 Construct with a purpose in mind, using a variety of resources 

 Use simple tools and techniques competently and appropriately 

 Select appropriate resources and adapt work where necessary 

 Select tools and techniques needed to shape, assemble and join materials 
they are using.  

 Create simple representations of events, people and objects 

 Use simple tools to effect changes to materials 

 Handle tools, objects, construction and malleable materials safely and with 
increasing control 

 Show a preference for a dominant hand 

 Begin to use anticlockwise movement and retrace vertical lines 

 Use a pencil and hold it effectively  
 

Early Learning Goals  

Children recognise that a range of technology is used in places such as 

homes and schools. They select and use technology for particular purposes. 

Children safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, 
experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and function. 
 
Children show good control and co-ordination in large and small movements. 
They move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space. They 
handle equipment and tools effectively, including pencils for writing. 
 
Children use what they have learnt about media and materials in original ways, 

thinking about uses and purposes. They represent their own ideas, thoughts 

and feelings through design and technology. 
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Year One 
 

Structures and Materials Mechanics 
Know how to reinforce weaker card / 
paper by adding layers / different 
materials. 
 
Know how to re-inforce tubes e.g. 
straws. 
 
Be able to join in different ways to 
ensure strength. 

 
Be able to 
use this 
knowledge 
to build a 
functional 
structure 
(e.g. 

simple beam bridge) that will take some 
weight using a range of materials. 
 

Be able to use 
subject specific 
vocabulary to 
evaluate product. 
Make a simple, 
bullet-pointed 
recording. 
 

Know how levers and sliders work. 

 
Be able to plan (for a design purpose) 
through deconstruction, re-modelling, 
discussion and simple, labelled 
drawings a lever / slider mechanism 
(e.g. pop-up card) 
 
Be able to measure, cut and join to 
create a functional lever / slider that 
meets the design purpose. 
 
Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate product. Make a 
simple, bullet-pointed recording. 

 

Vocabulary: join, accurate, strong / 
weak, reinforce 

Vocabulary: lever, slider, join, accurate, 
directional vocabulary, strong / weak 

Outcome 
A structure that will take a weight. 

Outcome 
A functional, mechanical object that 
uses levers or sliders. 

Cooking and Nutrition Textiles 
Know basic hygiene rules and the 
importance of a healthy, varied diet. 
 
Know where fruits and vegetables come 
from. 
 
Be able to identify fruits and vegetables. 
 

Create mock-ups to investigate ways of 
joining two pieces of material 
 
Know about different ways of joining two 
pieces of material: sewing (running 
stitch), gluing, stapling, taping etc. and 
the advantages and drawbacks of each. 
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Be able to evaluate an existing fruit 
salad. 
 
Be able to design an appealing fruit 
salad / kebab and / or a vegetable 
kebab. 
 
Know how to use a knife and chopping 
board safely. 
 
Be able to create own aesthetically 
pleasing product.  
 
Be able to 
evaluate the 
product 
against the 
brief using a 
bullet point 
checklist.  

Be able to use an effective method to 
make a simple (stuffed) toy / puppet that 
successfully combines two pieces of 
material. Use felt tips etc. to add detail. 
 
Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate product. Make a 
simple, bullet-pointed recording. 
 

Vocabulary: names of fruits, paring 
knife, chopping board 

Vocabulary: types of materials, needle, 
thread, sewing, stapling, gluing, taping, 
stuffing. 

Outcome 
An appealing fruit salad / kabab and or 
a vegetable kebab. 

Outcome 
A successfully joined stuffed toy / 
puppet. 
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Year Two 
 

Structures and materials Mechanics 
Know about the properties of different 
construction materials including strength 
and waterproof properties. 
 
Be able to use information techniques to 
research different structures. 
 
Know about ways to secure a structure 
at its base. 
 
Be able to plan (for a design purpose) 
through discussion templates / mock 
ups. 
 
Be able to construct a shelter that is 
strong and waterproof i.e. can withstand 
a water and hairdryer test. 
 
Be able to use 
subject specific 
vocabulary to 
evaluate 
product orally 
and in 
sequential 
writing. 
 
  

Know how a wheel and axle work 
together. 
 
Be able to plan (for a design purpose) 
through deconstruction, re-modelling 
and discussion, a mechanism that uses 
wheels and axles (e.g. car / toy.) 
 
Be able to measure, saw, tie, cut and 
join to create a functional wheel and 
axle toy that meets the design purpose. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate product orally 
and in sequential writing.   

Vocabulary: join, accurate, strong / 
weak, waterproof, secure, base 

Vocabulary: wheels, axles, chassis, 
doweling 

Outcome 
A structure that is strong, stable and 
waterproof. 

Outcome  
A functional mechanism that meets the 
design purpose. 
 

Cooking and Nutrition Textiles 
Understand seasonality; know how a 
variety of ingredients are grown, reared, 
caught and processed. 
 
Know how to grow your own fruits and 
vegetables. 
 
Be able to use your own vegetables / 
fruits to create your own dishes. 
 

Be able to add buttons / applique to 
(non-fraying) materials by sewing.  
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Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate the growing 
process orally and in sequential writing. 

 

Be able to plan (for a design purpose) 
through discussion and labelled 
drawings for an appealing product (for 
themselves or others) that uses textiles. 
 
Be able to cut and sew with increasing 
accuracy. 
 
Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate product orally 
and in sequential writing.  
 

Vocabulary: names of fruits / 
vegetables, growing processes. 

Vocabulary: types of materials (textiles), 
needle, thread, sewing, applique, 
button. 

Outcome 
Quiz based on ingredients and 
seasonality. 

Outcome 
An appealing (textile) product that 
meets the design brief. 
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Year Three 
 
Structures and materials Mechanics 
Understand about marketing and 
packaging and be able to use research. 
 
Be able to design a purposeful, 
functional, appealing product (i.e. 
packaging for a new sweet). 
 
Be able to make a prototype out of 
paper. 

 
Be able to use card 
and measuring 
materials to 
construct robust 
packaging (boxes). 
 
Know about 
different card 
thicknesses and the 

properties of card, including strength, 
malleability and joining properties. 
 
Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate product orally 
and in sequential writing. 

Understand the principles of a wind-up 
mechanism. 
 
Be able to use information techniques to 
research different wind up mechanisms. 
 
Be able to plan (for a design purpose) 
through deconstruction, re-modelling 
and discussion a wind-up mechanism 
(e.g. a wind-up toy). 
 
Be able to measure, saw, tie, cut and 
join to create to create a functional 
wind-up mechanism that meets the 
design purpose. 
 
Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate product orally 
and in sequential writing. 
 

 

Vocabulary: join, accurate, strong / 
weak, attractive, malleability, functional, 
purposeful. 

Vocabulary: wind-up, elastic, tension, 
doweling. 

 
Outcome 
A structure that is strong, stable and 
functional. 

 
Outcome 
A functional wind-up mechanism that 
meets the design purpose. 
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Cooking and Nutrition Textiles 
 
Know the 
principles of 
the wellbeing 
plate. 
 
Be able to 
design and 
make a healthy 
packed lunch to include an element of 

cooking, e.g. 
quiche. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Be able to 
evaluate their 
own lunch and 
others. 
 
 

Use research to find out about finger / 
hand puppets and how they are 
constructed. 
 
Be able to design, create pattern pieces 
and then make either a finger or hand 
puppet for a specific purpose, with 
attention to careful measuring / fitting, 
using non-
fraying 
materials. 
 
Be able to 
measure cut 
and sew with 
accuracy. 
 
Be able to 
use subject specific vocabulary to 
evaluate product orally and in 
sequential writing.  

Vocabulary: food groups, nutrition, fibre, 
sweet, healthy 
 

Vocabulary: needle, thread, sewing, 
accurate, measuring, cm, research 

 
Outcome 
Quiz based on the understanding of 
healthy eating. 
 

 
Outcome 
An accurately constructed puppet. 
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Year Four 
 

Structures and materials Mechanics 
a) Electrical picture. 

Be able to use knowledge of electrical 
circuits (science) to design a picture 
(prototype) that uses electricity (e.g. bulb, 
or motor for a spinning bow tie). 
Be able to carefully and accurately 
construct the final product. 

b) Picture frame (standing, not hanging). 
Be able to research and find out about 
free-standing picture frames / photo 
frames.  
Know about the properties of cardboard construction materials and the 
ways they can be strengthened, stiffened, reinforced and joined in order to 
ensure the final product is rigid, collapsible (for transporting). 
Be able to design free standing frame to display above picture. 
 

Be able to use subject specific vocabulary to evaluate product orally and in 
sequential writing. 

 

Vocabulary: join, accurate, strong / 
weak, secure, collapsible, free-standing 

Vocabulary: circuit, bulbs, motor, 
battery, cell, wires 

 
Outcome 
A stable, free-standing picture frame 
 

 
Outcome 
An aesthetically pleasing picture that 
uses an electrical system 
 

Cooking and Nutrition Textiles 
Know basic hygiene rules and the 
importance of a healthy, varied diet 
particularly in relation to sweets / 
puddings. 
 
Know safety procedures when using an 
oven. 
 
Know how to use a knife / potato peeler 
and chopping board safely to chop and 
peel. 
 
Be able to 
design a fruit 
crumble (or 
similar) for 
themselves or 
others (based 
on research). 

Use research to find out about 
costumes linked to cross-curricular 
work. 
 
Know about different materials and 
fraying.  
 

Be able to 
design, create 
pattern pieces 
and then to 
make an article 
of clothing for a 
model / doll, 

joining two pieces of material and 
hemming edges. 
 
Be able to measure, cut and sew with 
accuracy. 
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Be able to create own fruit / vegetable 
dish safety and effectively. 
 
Be able to follow a recipe in order to 
make a crumble from scratch and cook 
it.  
 
Be able to evaluate the product against 
the brief using sequential writing. 

 
Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary 
to evaluate 
product 
orally and in 
sequential 
writing. 
 
  

Vocabulary: names of fruits / 
vegetables, paring knife, chopping 
board, rubbing in, grams, centigrade, 
other ingredients and cooking methods. 

Vocabulary: needle, thread, sewing, 
accurate, measuring, cm, mm, 
hemming, research 

Outcome  
An enjoyable dish. 

Outcome 
An accurately constructed piece of 
clothing 
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Year Five 
 

Structures and materials Mechanics 
Know about the key events and 
individuals in the design and 
construction of bridges that have helped 
to shape the world. 
 
Know about the properties of art straws, 
how to reinforce and join them. Know 
about the engineering properties of 
different shapes to provide, for example, 
strength for a structure. 

 
Know about the different types of 
bridges and the forces involved.  
 
Be able to use the above knowledge to 
respond to a challenge e.g. Challenge 
children to build a bridge 50cm wide to 
support the weight of a food tin. Can 
they do this using only drinking straws, 
tape and string? Web address below. 
 
Be able to evaluate the product against 
the brief using sequential writing. 
 

Be able to research the use of cam 
mechanisms. 
 
Understand the principles of cams and 
the different aspects of the cam 
mechanism and be able to identify 
these on a cross-sectional diagram. 
 
Be able to generate a design for a toy 
that uses a simple cam mechanism. 
 
Be able to construct a functional toy. 
 
Be able to evaluate the product against 
the brief using sequential writing. 
 

Vocabulary: joints, members, accurate, 
strong / weak, forces, weight-bearing 

Vocabulary: cam, movement, linear 
motion, rotary motion, off-centre, crank 
handle, axle, frame structure, cam 
mechanism, cam follower 

 
Outcome 
A bridge that meets the challenge. 
 
 
 
 

 
Outcome 
A functional, cam operated toy. 
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Cooking and Nutrition Textiles 
Know about how bread is made and all 
the different processes involved. 
 
Be able to evaluate different breads. 
 
Be able to use the above to design their 
own bread. 
 
Be able to make their own bread. 
 
Be able to evaluate their own bread and 
others. 

 
 
 
 
 

Be able to research 3D fabric toys in 
order to evaluate the processes and 
challenges involved in creating such a 
toy. 
 
Know how the properties of joining 
mixed media. 
 
Be able to design a template and 
pattern pieces for a toy (to meet a 
specific purpose).  
 
Be able to accurately and carefully, 
construct a stuffed toy. 
 
Be able to evaluate the toy against the 
initial brief. 

Vocabulary: types of bread / 
ingredients, yeast, proving, microbes, 
kneading 

Vocabulary: needle, thread, sewing, 
accurate, measuring, cm, mm, stuffing, 
applique 

 
Outcome 
An enjoyable bread roll 
 

 
Outcome 
A simple stiffed toy that uses mixed 
media 
 

 
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/31852/toby-oliver-making-
bridges 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/31852/toby-oliver-making-bridges
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/31852/toby-oliver-making-bridges
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Year Six 
 

Structures, materials Textiles 

Know about the properties of mixed media different 
materials and how they are best manipulated and joined. 
 
Be able to use information to research different 
headdress structures. 
 
Be able to plan (for a design purpose) by creating 
annotated sketches, exploded diagrams and a prototype. 

 
Be able to make an aesthetically pleasing 
headdress, to meet a design brief, which is 
strong, stable on the head, and effective in 
the use of mixed media. 
 

Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate product orally 
and in sequential writing. Be able to 
use research to find out about 
headdresses, including costume wear. 

   
Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate product orally 
and in sequential writing.  
 

Vocabulary: pliable, secure, balance Vocabulary: aesthetically pleasing, 
prototype, exploded diagrams, 
annotated sketches 

 
Outcome 
An aesthetically pleasing, well fitted, costume headdress. 
 

Cooking and Nutrition Mechanics 
Know that animals are reared and / or 
caught for human consumption.  

Be able to apply their understanding of 
computing to program, monitor and 
control a product (Crumble Coding).  
 
Be able to 
use subject 
specific 
vocabulary to 
evaluate 
product orally 
and in 
sequential 
writing. 
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Be able to research and discuss 
differing opinions about this, including 
issues relating to religions, health, 
ethics and personal choice.  
 
Be able to adapt a recipe in a variety of 
ways to meet dietary need(s). Note the 
resulting dish must not be sweet. 
 
Be able to use subject specific 
vocabulary to evaluate product orally 
and in sequential writing. 

 

Vocabulary: recipe, adapt, ethics, 
religious beliefs, dietary requirements, 
reared, caught, savoury 

Vocabulary: Controller, electronics, 
Sparkles, crocodile clips, LEDs, LDR, 
Battery Crumb, USB cable 

 
Outcome 
A recipe / range of recipes adapted to 
meet need(s) 
 

 
Outcome 
A product that is controlled through 
programming. 

 
 

 
 


